**The Transnational Giving Europe**

The TGE (Transnational Giving Europe) is a partnership of European foundations and associations. It allows donors - individuals and companies - taxed in one of the TGE partner countries, to support charitable organizations in other member countries, while benefiting from the tax advantages provided by the legislation of their country of residence (www.transnationalgiving.eu). The Paris Brain Institute, approved by the Fondation de France, can receive donations from the TGE.

By making a donation to the Paris Brain Institute via the TGE, donors who are residents of Poland benefit from the tax advantages of that country.

Polish donors can make their donations on one of the following accounts

**1. Procedure:**

By making a donation to the Brain Institute via the TGE, by the account of the Academy for the development of Philanthropy in Poland in PLN

- Account holder: Akademia Rozwoju Filantropii w Polsce
- (Academy for the Development of Philanthropy in Poland)
- Bank: Getin Noble Bank SA
- IBAN: PL89 1560 0013 2000 1706 4021 0901
- BIC/SWIFT: GBGCPLPK

Bank in Euro

- Account holder: Akademia Rozwoju Filantropii w Polsce
  (Academy for the Development of Philanthropy in Poland)
- Bank: Getin Noble Bank SA
- PL13 1560 0013 2366 2499 7000 0013
- BIC/SWIFT: GBGCPLPK

With the obligatory mention: « TGE - Paris Brain Institute - Institut du Cerveau »

**2. Inform the Paris Brain Institute for a better follow up of your donation:**

- Marielle Lethrosne Office of the Circle of Friends of the Paris Brain Institute cercle@icm-institute.org / + (33) 1 57 27 45 72

- For the Foundation for Poland
  - Ms Kaja Petryka – Siemionczyk arfp@filantropia.org.pl

A 5% operational cost will be deducted from your donation for the Transnational Giving Europe network.
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